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CONFESSIONS OF A SWING ADDICT 1924-28 

by Frank Coughlan* 

___________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in “JAM: Australia’s First Swing Annual”, a publication of 

the Sydney Swing Club, in 1938] 

y first experience of swing music, and I still contend it is swing, was 

sometime in '23 or '24. An angel of light by the name of Eric Barbier, Rose 

Bay, took me home and played me my first swing record, The Cotton 

Pickers (alias The Memphis Five) Brunswick, playing Hot Lips and State Street 

Blues. Raw as I was, I was amazed at the trombone work of the greatest trombonist 

to influence jazz music Miff Mole.  

 

 

Miff Mole: the greatest trombonist to influence jazz music…PHOTO COURTESY 

PINTEREST 

How I worshipped that name, that man! In a few months other records followed, 

Walk Jenny Walk, Way Down Yonder in New Orleans, Down by the River, 

Rampart St Blues, etc, etc, about 18 sides all told. I can never forget the thrill of 

buying the discs each month and the wonderment of the attendant at my buying such 

awful noise. I played them night and day, wore them out and bought others, they 

were priceless to me.  

Beyond Barbier and my brother Tom, I knew no-one else, among many musical 

friends, who understood the feelings they inspired in me. I can't describe them even 

now, only to feel them whenever I recall those days or play the records again, of 

which I have but six or seven left.  
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To the modern mind of today's fan, used to refined and arranged jazz, it will sound 

corny, but never unmusical, haphazard or crude, like other improvised jazz of those 

days. The unity of thought and originality of phrasing was, and still is a revelation. 

The trumpet, clarinet and trombone improvise with such perfect co-ordination that 

to my mind has never been equalled. It far surpassed anything the Original Dixieland 

Jazz Band ever did, and its ensemble work never scrambled along like other bands, 

even the later Wolverines and Five Pennies.  

 

 

Trumpeter Phil Napoleon, pictured here with the comedian Jackie Gleason, kept a 

steady line of melody… 

The trumpet (Phil Napoleon) kept a steady line of melody, between the phrasing of 

which, Miff played his impeccable licks and bass rhythms on trombone; the 

clarinetist Jimmy Lytell improvises with a beautiful tone in all registers, never 

conflicting with the others and sometimes harmonising with the trumpet in the 

desired places. This is real "jam," not fierce and rough, but imaginative, restrained, 

perfect anticipation of ideas. Each submerges himself alternatively and then whips in 

his "lick" in an almost magical manner. These boys had perfect feeling between 

themselves, what thrills they must have experienced playing such stuff.  

Although Miff Mole stands out far above the others as an artist, yet being trombone, 

he did not dominate the band to its detriment like Bix [Beiderbecke] did the 
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Wolverines, or Louis [Armstrong] does in every band he plays. These boys knew the 

principles of improvised teamwork, which is anticipation of the other players’ ideas 

and co-operation in execution of mood. Too much applause and credit has been 

given to the "hot chorus merchant." Put most of them in a jam band and they still 

remain "hot merchants" each outdoing the other in their enthusiasm — result near 

chaos!  

 

An out-of-focus shot of clarinetist Jimmy Lyttell: he improvises with a beautiful 

tone in all registers, never conflicting with the others… 

Here we are today 14 years later. Better technique and experience to help. Yet I have 

to hear a good record by a jam band. The Clambake Seven and Woody Herman are 

the poor best.  

My next greatest thrill was the first Bix records I heard. These were not Wolverine 

discs, but the later OKeh Records made with Frankie Trumbauer and his own 

"Gang."  

 

Hearing Bix Beiderbecke (above) was Frank Coughlan’s “next greatest thrill”… 
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I was in a dream listening to his work in such sides as Singing the Blues, New 

Orleans, Mississippi Mud, Coming Virginia, Baltimore, Ostrich Walk, etc. This is 

the Bix to listen to, at the height of his career, the poet of the trumpet, dominating 

the bands.  

Early 1928, I heard the great Louis for the first time, needless to say I worshipped at 

his shrine, and still do. Strangely enough, the only real "kicks" I remember since have 

been Teagarden, Hampton and lately Raymond Scott. The Duke himself, (meaning 

his orchestra) is really the great institution of jazz, so I have long ceased to be 

amazed, as it seems the "Duke can do no wrong."  

 

Coughlan worshipped at the shrine of Louis Armstrong (above) but he has long 

ceased to be amazed at the Duke Ellington Orchestra, as it seems the "Duke (below) 

can do no wrong”… 

 

To return to my precious Cotton Picker records, I hope the reader will pardon the 

apparent sentiment I attach to these discs, but should he care to hear the evidence of 

my enthusiastic ravings I will be pleased to inflict them upon him at some convenient 

time and place.  

So long, fellow addicts. 


